Maintaining autonomy while caregiving

By Sally Friedman

Once past childhood dependence, most adults cherish the gift of autonomy. They want to determine their own destinies. But needs can change with satisfying – or devastating – results. The shifting of one’s role from equal to caregiver or care recipient can be painful enough to destroy even the best family relationship. But the picture is not all desperate. Help is available, from emotional to practical to financial. Expert staff and comprehensive resources at Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA) can be invaluable to helping people maintain independence when involved in caregiving.

Barry J. Jacobs, Psy.D., a clinical psychologist, writer and lecturer, knows from experience that the structure of a family can drastically change when caregiving becomes part of the dynamic.

As a caregiver himself for his late mother, he’s learned important lessons about making the most of time together while also seeing to his ailing mother’s needs and giving with grace. “Freedom and independence are basic to our sense of self and well-being,” he says.

• continued on page 14

Gender transition allows her to be free and finally become true self

By Constance Garcia-Barrio

After years of “gender unhappiness,” Lee Ann Etscovitz took a huge step in a long, painful journey. At the age of 65, she underwent male-to-female sexual reassignment surgery in May 2001. “I had to live as much as possible as the female I felt myself to be,” says Etscovitz, a Hatboro resident.

She’s slender and of average height, and has facial skin that looks baby-soft. Her appearance is altogether feminine. At 82, Etscovitz now walks with the aid of a cane, but she breathes an air of contentment and exhibits a lively wit. Her appearance, voice and manner show no trace of her former male self.

“By the time I was 4, I sensed I was different from other children, but I didn’t understand it,” says Etscovitz, who was raised in Houlton, Maine, a small town near the Canadian border. By adolescence, she felt uncomfortable as a male when around other boys but at ease with girls. Scared and embarrassed to tell anyone about her gender confusion, Lee Ann (who was called Lionel as a male) began living a secret life. “At age 13, when I was home alone, I cross-dressed, primarily in my mother’s lingerie,” she says. For the next 42 years, she continued to cross-dress secretly.

At the same time, Etscovitz was attracted to women. “I always had a girlfriend,” she says. She continued to live outwardly as a male and married for the first time in 1961. That union lasted 15 years and produced two sons and a daughter. With a doctorate in educational philosophy and human relations, she also began a teaching career in higher education. Between her family life and professional position, she appeared to be living a “normal” life as a male.

“But it was a charade,” she says. “I was preoccupied with gender and sexual fantasies that interfered with my domestic and professional responsibilities.”

Coming out as transgender meant risking enormous rejection. “By revealing my female self, I could lose my family, my friends and my livelihood,” Etscovitz says. “I didn’t know if • continued on page 12
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Health Brief

Advances in home technology are helping seniors remain independent

A significant rise in the number of people 65-plus is driving technological innovations aimed at helping older adults live more independently. The United States Census Bureau estimates that the nation’s 65-and-older population is 46 million and will reach 83.7 million by 2050. With more Americans living longer, the demand for technology to help people “age in place” will only increase.

The most popular home technology currently on the market comes in the form of voice-assisted devices such as Amazon Echo or Google Home, according to a report in USA Today. These devices allow users to control lighting and thermostat settings with just the sound of their voice, giving seniors greater control over energy use.

Seniors can also use the devices to set reminders about medication or upcoming appointments. In an emergency, these devices allow users to get in contact with first responders or loved ones instantly, even if they are unable to reach a telephone.

Some devices offer more personalization and are specifically marketed to seniors. Reminder Rosie allows users to record custom messages that will alert them when it is time to take medicine, put garbage out for collection or call a relative.

MedMinder is a high-tech pill dispenser that can simplify complicated medication schedules through a series of visual and/or auditory alerts. The device can schedule medication for multiple weeks and can be set up to lock and unlock only at certain times of the day. If an important dose is missed, a built-in cellular connection can connect users with a caregiver automatically.

Wearable technology that tracks movement can help family members remain connected to their older relatives from anywhere in the world. FitBit is a watch-like device that tracks a user’s steps in real time. When paired with a relative’s smartphone, these devices can alert loved ones to potential problems. A dip in recorded activity, for example, could signal sickness or an urgent mobility issue.

More advanced technology is in development across the country. Researchers at the Georgia Institute for Technology test cutting-edge devices inside a 5,000-square-foot living laboratory called the “Aware Home.” The facility looks like a normal three-story residential home on the outside but is outfitted with state-of-the-art technology.

Researchers’ main goals in the facility are to make homes safer for older adults by reducing the incidence of the most common accidents, according to CNN. Much of the technology being tested inside Aware Home is aimed at reducing accidents related to cooking and household chores, such as kitchen fires from unattended stoves or water damage from neglected water sources.

Many of the devices being developed will collect personalized data to better serve individual users in their homes. For instance, Aware Home is outfitted with gait-sensing technology that constantly monitors movement and can detect changes in walking patterns. The data is analyzed and paired with an algorithm to alert caregivers to any potential changes in an individual’s gait pattern.

Researchers say their goal is to provide more personalized options for older adults, allowing them to live more independently. Organizations like Aging in Place Technology Watch track many of these advancements from the development stage through market launch. Read more at AgeInPlaceTech.com.
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PCA expands its service coordination to Bucks and Montgomery counties

By Marcia Z. Siegal

Eligible seniors in Bucks and Montgomery counties can now receive help to remain in their homes with service coordination through Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA). PCA has expanded the geographical reach of its Aging Waiver service coordination program. This initiative builds on more than four decades of PCA providing service coordination to older Philadelphians.

Pennsylvania’s Aging Waiver program serves individuals 60-plus who are eligible for both Medicaid and a nursing-facility level of care who choose to “age in place,” in their homes, rather than in nursing facilities. Service coordinators are vital to helping them achieve this goal. Among the services these professionals provide are to:

- Conduct a comprehensive needs assessment that includes the participant’s goals and preferences
- Develop and implement an individualized care plan, arranging for services such as personal care, home-delivered meals and transportation
- Help participants access benefits and resources
- Monitor participants’ progress and concerns through visits and phone calls

“We have service coordinators who live in or near Bucks and Montgomery counties and are eager to help with participants there,” said Ann Danish, PCA’s director of care management. Staff serving those counties are familiar with local resources to which they can connect participants, such as personal-care and home-health agencies, transportation, and adult day services, she said.

PCA provided service coordination to more than 17,000 participants in Philadelphia during the 2016-2017 fiscal year. According to Danish, the agency’s expansion of service coordination to Bucks and Montgomery counties illustrates that “we are innovative and flexible” in reaching out to new populations. It also positions PCA for the upcoming transition to Community HealthChoices (CHC), a state-mandated managed care program that will affect many Pennsylvania seniors and people with disabilities. Under CHC, both physical health care and “long-term services and supports” – meaning nursing-home or home-based care – will be coordinated through select managed-care organizations (MCOs). CHC began in the southwest part of the state in January 2018 and will start in Southeast Pennsylvania in January 2019.

Under CHC, seniors who are eligible for the Aging Waiver Program will be asked to choose from among three MCOs: Keystone First (a member of AmeriHealth Caritas), PA Health & Wellness, and UPMC Community HealthChoices. Efforts are underway for PCA to be a contracted service coordination provider with all three MCOs.

For information about service coordination or to request an assessment for yourself or an older adult living in Philadelphia, Montgomery or Bucks counties, call the PCA Helpline at 215-765-9040, weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; or go to pcaMilestones.org and click on the “Why choose PCA?” tab at the top or the “Request Assistance” button below it.

Marcia Z. Siegal is public relations manager for Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA).
Tour of the President’s House reveals unique aspects of nation’s history

By Dorothy Stanaitis

There’s a historical gem located within our midst that many Philadelphians do not know about. Just across the street from the Independence Visitor Center, located at the corner of Sixth and Market streets, you can see the footprint of the former home of the first two U.S. presidents, called the President’s House. The house was occupied by both our first president, George Washington, and his successor, John Adams, when Philadelphia was capital of the United States from 1790 to 1800.

Built in the late 1760s, the three-story, gracious Georgian brick mansion was commandeered by Gen. William Howe as his headquarters when, during the Revolutionary War, the British occupied Philadelphia from 1777 to 1778.

After the occupation, Major Gen. Benedict Arnold moved in for a year. In 1779, Robert Morris, one of the richest men in America, bought and modernized the mansion by adding a two-story bathhouse and an icehouse. Morris also decorated the front parlor with lavish, imported Chinese wallpaper.

When America’s new president needed a house grand enough to host his weekly receptions, salons and dinners and to receive political leaders from all over the world, Philadelphia chose Robert Morris’ convenient and elegant home.

With Washington’s large staff and several family members, 30 people lived in the house. Washington; his wife, Martha; two grandchildren; and two enslaved maids lived on the upper floors of the back wing over the kitchen. His secretaries lived and worked in the official executive office on the third floor.

Some of the many servants, cooks, washerwomen, porters, coachman, a housekeeper and a steward lived in the attic. Downstairs, in order to create a dramatic, ceremonial background for reception of his guests, Washington is said to have designed the 16-foot bay window that was added to the living room of the spacious mansion.

Sadly, in the 1830s, when Philadelphia was no longer the capital city, the house was nearly demolished. It was used for a while as a hotel, then divided into shops. But it wasn’t long before there was no visual trace of the mansion left.

In 1951, Pennsylvania demolished all of the buildings in the area to create Independence Mall State Park. A women’s restroom built on the site bore a marker describing the significance of the building that had once stood there.

In 2007, an archeological dig came across the 18th century foundations of the house. Rather than recreate and rebuild that mansion, the architect and planner created an outline of the mansion to show its footprint using red brick partial walls, granite flooring, and white door and window frames.
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Stay safe, secure and well-cared-for with PCA.
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Program provides temporary help to support self-sufficiency

By Marcia Z. Siegal

When Sarah Jackson* was recovering from a double mastectomy and receiving chemotherapy to treat her breast cancer, the ordeal left the 60-year-old drained and lethargic. Taking care of herself and her home had become overwhelming. That situation changed when she began to receive temporary support services through the In-Home Support Program (IHSP) offered by Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA).

"We provided her with home-delivered meals, housekeeping and shopping assistance during her recovery," said Karen Becker, director of in-home support and special projects for Catholic Housing and Community Services (CHCS) at St. Charles Senior Community Center. "Once she was back on her feet in six months' time, she was discharged from the In-Home Support Program. She was able to return to work from her medical leave and regain her independent lifestyle."

Serving seniors in South Philadelphia, St. Charles is one of five senior community centers in Philadelphia subcontracted by PCA to administer IHSP.

The only program of its kind in Pennsylvania, IHSP provides a short-term solution (from one to six months) for people who need extra help due to a temporary setback such as a surgery, an injury or a serious medical condition that has impaired their independence. It does not serve people in need of ongoing long-term care services; rather, it provides early intervention to prevent the need for long-term care services. Last year, the program assisted nearly 3,200 older Philadelphians.

Depending on the individual’s care needs, IHSP can provide home-delivered meals; housekeeping, personal care and shopping assistance; an escort to medical and other appointments; a senior companion (a stipend volunteer, who helps with small tasks and provides companionship to an older adult who is socially isolated); transportation; medical supplies; help with accessing benefits; and more. "Our goal is to assist participants by improving their chances of recovering safely in their homes and enabling them to do so with dignity," Becker said.

Needed assistance
To be eligible for this temporary program, individuals must be 60 or older and need assistance or supervision with leaving their home on a short-term basis. There are no income criteria. "Typical issues include difficulty managing themselves and/or their environment after returning home from a hospital stay and lack of adequate support from family or friends during recovery," said Becker. "Individuals who have experienced fractures from a fall or accident often seek our assistance while they are healing. They cannot perform normal activities of daily living during the healing/recovery process. We emphasize the importance of working toward becoming..."

• continued on page 7
Self-sufficiency

• continued from page 6

independent again within a reasonable amount of time."

Once an individual is referred to IHSP – often by a family member – a case manager schedules an assessment visit within a few days to determine the person’s service needs. Currently, there is no waiting list for IHSP administered by any of the five subcontractors. "We are able to assess people and arrange for [PCA’s] home-delivered meals immediately and start the process to connect them to other needed services," Becker said. Most services, such as personal care and shopping assistance, are only offered for a short period of time. Certain services may be available for as long as they are needed, such as home-delivered meals, transportation and senior companions.

A safety net

Services provided through IHSP can often help prevent a minor health setback from becoming a crisis. Regina D’Adamo* became an IHSP participant due to severe visual impairment that unexpectedly set in after her cataract surgery. She lives alone and received much-needed housekeeping and shopping assistance for several months. "It helped me do things I couldn’t do for myself and lifted my spirits at a difficult time," she said.

D’Adamo is deaf in one ear and severely hearing-impaired in the other. Through IHSP, discretionary funds were available to help her pay for a new hearing aid when her old one was beyond repair. "She was completely deaf without it, and she could not afford to replace it herself," Becker said. While D’Adamo’s vision loss prompted her to contact IHSP for support, "the main inhibitor to her independence was the loss of her hearing," Becker said.

In addition, D’Adamo received home-delivered meals offered by PCA to homebound seniors in long-term care and seniors in IHSP. "The meals have been very good," said the 69-year-old. "I get a delivery of seven frozen meals a week and put one in the microwave each day. It’s a lot easier for me to manage this way since I can’t prepare meals on my own. The people who deliver the meals are very courteous and caring. I enjoy talking to them when they come."

IHSP can also address additional needs, including extermination services; financial assistance with the purchase of nutritional supplements and incontinence supplies; and home repairs, such as repair and installation of handrails, to enhance participants’ ability to navigate their home environment.

IHSP case managers make regular phone calls and visits to monitor participants’ progress and assess any changes in their health and need for services that would necessitate a change in their care plan.

Generally IHSP consumers are discharged after a few months, when they typically reach a level of independence that does not require additional assistance. If the need for care increases, a participant may be referred to PCA to be assessed for long-term care services and discharged from IHSP once the long-term care plan is in place.

Supporting independence

Through IHSP, Joseph and Rita Cirella are able to more easily remain in their book-filled South Philadelphia home of 58 years. The couple began receiving IHSP services when Rita, now 80, was recovering from knee replacement surgery and Joseph, now 84, developed a neurological condition. Both had difficulty leaving the home independently. The program provided them with housekeeping assistance for several months until they were able to manage on their own and continues to provide them with PCA’s home-delivered meals.

While the two were able to resume many activities, IHSP continues to fill an important gap, especially through regular meal deliveries. "I think it’s a wonderful thing," Rita said of the meals. "Every weekday, the meal truck pulls up on our little side street. If we didn’t have this, I don’t know what we would do."

For more information on the In-Home Support Program, contact one of the following IHSP providers:

• North Central Philadelphia – Northern Living Center, 827 N. Franklin St. (Call to verify location; opening expected in early July): 215-978-1360
• Northwest Philadelphia – Center in the Park, 5818 Germantown Ave.; 215-848-7722
• South Philadelphia – Catholic Housing and Community Services at St. Charles Senior Community Center, 1941 Christian St.; 215-732-1140
• West Philadelphia – Lutheran Children and Family Service at West Philadelphia Senior Community Center, 1016-26 N. 41st St.; 215-386-0379

For seniors, aging and staying independent is not always simple. The Mercy LIFE services offered at home and in our adult day centers help seniors remain independent, active, and healthy.

• Staying as healthy as possible is easier with a team of medical professionals available 24 hours a day/7 days a week.
• The Social Work team supports seniors as they maintain control of life’s decisions and daily tasks while feeling safe and fulfilled.
• Our Certified Recreational Therapists offer a variety of activities that promote physical movement and keep the mind active & creative, while having fun with other seniors.

No co-insurance, deductibles or payments due for services you receive.

Be Independent. Keep Active. Stay Healthy. That’s LIFE! Call 215.339.4747 or visit mercylife.org for more information.

Marcia Z. Siegal is public relations manager for Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA).

*Names have been changed
**Free Museum Day:** Journey through the Declaration of Independence with free admission. Hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Fort Mifflin, 215-685-4167. View world-renowned acoustic collection. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. atPhiladelphia Museum of Art, 215-763-8100.

**Billiards:** 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Center in the Park. 215-848-7722. (Weekdays)

**Sand Sculpture Spectacular:** 40 tons of sand art 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. The Shops at Liberty Place, Reading Terminal Market. 215-901-0973. (Through July 4)

**Farmer’s Market:** Local fresh produce from on-site gardeners. 12-3 p.m. Kleinhans Northeast Plaza, 215-848-7800.

**Independence Day:** Philadelphia’s Independence Day Celebration. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. July 4th. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Philadelphia Convention Center.

**Independence Day & July Birthday Party:** 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Kleinhans Northeast Plaza. 215-848-7800.

**Music in the Galleries:** Light, Line, Shadow. World premier of David E. Sterne- Libbey’s composition inspired by Edward Hopper’s “Morning Sun.” Presented by Network for New Music. 3 p.m. Philadelphia Museum of Art, French Galleries, 1st Floor. 215-763-8100. (Sunday)

**Snapchat Workshop:** Learn the ins and outs of Snapchat & how to use photo filters. 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Center in the Park. 215-848-7722.

**Facebook Workshop:** Learn the basics, including tools & applications to enhance the user experience. 9:30 a.m. Center in the Park. 215-848-7722.

**Dolls, stars of Lifetime’s hit series, will perform new routines with audience participation.** 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Helping Hands Ministries. 215-893-1999. (Saturday)

**KleinLife Northeast Phila.** 215-698-7300. (Also July 8 & 15)

**Join the Philly Pops Big Band.** 267-546-5424.

**Dolls, stars of Lifetime’s hit series, will perform new routines with audience participation.** 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Helping Hands Ministries. 215-893-1999. (Saturday)

**Bring It! LIVE.** Anna & The Dolls are looking for their next star. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Reading Terminal Market. 215-765-9040. (Saturday)

**World War II.** Explore the eastern front. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fort Mifflin. 215-765-0501. (Saturday)

**PA Care Health Feast.** 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Reading Terminal Market. PCA Helpline. 215-765-8800. (Saturday)

**Baskets of Love for Our Treasured Seniors.** Distribution of personal care items & goods. 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Helping Hands Baltimore. 215-686-9390. (Saturday)

**PA Care Health Feast.** Free health screenings, blood pressure, blood sugar, weight & more. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Great Plaza at Penn’s Landing. 215-532-1201. (Saturday)

**Opera Double Bill in Manayunk.** Delaware Valley Opera Company presents two short, power-packed operas by Puccini: 3 p.m. Verizon Performance Arts & Recreation Center. 215-725-6171. (Also July 8 & 15)

**Philadelphia’s Independence Day Celebration.** 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. July 4th. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Philadelphia Convention Center.
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Do You Have Medicare? You May Be Able To Save Money On The Cost Of Your Prescriptions And Your Part B Premium!

Extra Help
Can help lower your prescription drug co-payments and premiums, and cover the cost of the coverage gap!

You may qualify for Extra Help if:

If you are SINGLE and
have a total monthly income of less than $1,518, and less than $14,100 in resources

If you are MARRIED and
have a total monthly income of less than $2,058, and less than $28,150 in resources

MEDICARE SAVINGS PROGRAM
Can help you with the payment of your Part B premium!

You may qualify for the Medicare Savings Program if:

If you are SINGLE and
have a total monthly income of less than $1,366, and less than $7,560 in resources

If you are MARRIED and
have a total monthly income of less than $1,852 and less than $11,340 in resources

Call today to find out if you are eligible and get connected to Free Medicare Insurance Counseling.

1-800-783-7067

APPRISE is a free service provide by the PA Department of Aging, and is funded in whole or part by a grant through the Administration for Community Living. The Pennsylvania Link to Aging and Disability Resources is part of a nationwide effort to assist seniors and adults with disabilities connect to supports and services.

Independence

Moving on: From a private home to a continuing care community

By Sally Friedman

It was my lousy back that got the first discussions going about a move to a continuing care retirement community (CCRC).

For years, I’ve struggled with my unwelcome genetic legacy – a disc issue that was starting to make life in a two-story home downright daunting.

“Oh, my aching back!” became an all-too-common refrain. After a while, our bossy, adult daughters – all three of them – began a campaign. We knew it was time to get serious about an easier, more carefree and supportive way of life.

My husband, Vic, and I balked at first. We felt just fine in our house. We had lived in the same town – Moorestown, New Jersey – for 45 years, and it was where we still wanted to be. But my back did not agree with those plans, and it made that clear. I was starting to actually ponder the notion of giving up our total independence in search of a more helpful and age-appropriate environment.

Our first forays into South Jersey’s and Philadelphia’s abundant CCRCs ranged from enlightening to depressing. We were overwhelmed by the questions that started to flood our minds: Was this non-independent lifestyle right for us? Why surrender autonomy? Could we willingly accept scheduled communal meals, some general communal living and on-site medical care all of which was clearly part of the package? Would all of that be the answer for feisty folks like us?

Vic and I have always managed our own lives, sought privacy and prided ourselves on looking out for one another. We had gotten this far with no outside help.

Still, we roamed the housing marketplace looking for that elusive fit – a place that would somehow seem to say, This is the right home for two semi-rebels.

It took us a year to budge from “We’re not ready” to “This makes sense.” The place we ultimately found as a fit for us, Medford Leas, is a Quaker community set on an arboretum with gorgeous trails and a country feel. It was just 10 miles from our home in Moorestown. But initially, going there felt like a trip to another universe.

We would have a small, open backyard but would share a courtyard with six neighbors within sight. Many other courtyards were scattered nearby, which meant that the lifestyle was definitely communal.

Meals were part of the package and were presented at specified times. Our laid-back style of eating dinner when we felt like it would have to yield to a new regimen.

In the end, it was the old system of pluses and minuses that helped to clarify this epic decision to move us past the doubts that had haunted us for months.

My husband is 85. I am 79. Feisty as we are about maintaining our cherished independence, we couldn’t ignore that freedom isn’t free. So after agonizing weeks of saying goodbye to cherished possessions that wouldn’t fit in our smaller space and endless sleepless nights when we tried to imagine our new life, we finally moved into our new house in April. Lurking behind were the fears of less free will and of feeling "managed."

Now here we are in a new town, surrounded by new people and tasked with creating a home all over again. There are mealtime hours and parking restrictions. All of that actually fell into place far more smoothly than we had imagined.

Here’s essentially what we have learned:
• Change comes hard, but it’s also exhilarating.
• Our adult kids were right: We feel more relaxed than we have in years because there are people all around to help us.
• We miss our old house and our old life – but less and less, as time goes by.
• Somehow, the independence we feared losing has been a non-issue.

We love going on the community bus to near and distant places. While our car is “resting” in a nearby lot, we absolutely don’t miss the traffic and hassles of modern highways and byways.

And best of all, my back has decided it likes life on one floor. I count that as the ultimate bonus!

Sally Friedman has written for The New York Times and other publications.
Recipe Box

Cool off with this refreshing drink

Watermelon and cucumber, both in season this month, blend well and can keep you hydrated on hot summer days. Watermelon is high in vitamin C. Cucumbers are notable for containing nutrients including vitamin A, folate, potassium, calcium and magnesium. Both are low in sugar and calories. Produce vouchers from the Senior Farmers’ Market Nutrition Program (see article below) can be put to excellent use purchasing these two seasonal Pennsylvania-grown items at one of the certified farmers’ markets in Philadelphia.

Watermelon and cucumber smoothie
(Servings: 2 large smoothies)

Ingredients:
2 ½ lbs. watermelon (about ½ an average-size watermelon)
½ cucumber
½ to 1 cup ice
1 tsp. to 1 tbs. agave or honey

Directions:
Chop the watermelon into large chunks and scoop out as many seeds as possible. A few remaining seeds are fine. You should be left with about 4 cups of watermelon. Skin, seed and chop the cucumber. Add all the ingredients to a blender and process until smooth. If the smoothie does not seem thick enough, add more ice and blend again. Serve immediately.

Source: jrorganicsfarm.com

Produce vouchers still available

Philadelphia Corporation for Aging’s (PCA’s) annual distribution of Senior Farmers’ Market Nutrition Program produce vouchers to eligible older Philadelphians is underway and continues while supplies last. Philadelphia seniors who are 60-plus may receive $20 worth of vouchers to purchase seasonal Pennsylvania-grown produce at any of 55 certified farmers’ markets throughout the city. The 2018 household income limits are $22,459 for an individual and $30,451 for a couple. (Add $7,992 for each additional household member up to six people). Proof of age and Philadelphia residency are required.

The vouchers will be distributed at PCA (642 N. Broad St.) weekdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and at other sites throughout the city, including senior community centers. For a list of distribution sites and farmers’ markets where the vouchers can be spent, call the PCA Helpline at 215-765-9040.

Milestones wants to hear from YOU!

We welcome your story ideas, feedback and suggestions. (Story-specific comments or questions will be forwarded to the writer.) Submissions of letters or articles for publication must be signed and dated and include your address and phone number. Submission constitutes permission to edit and publish in any form or medium.

Send ideas, comments & submissions to:
Attn: Milestones Editor
PCA, 642 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Email: milestonesnews@pcaCares.org

Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA) offers

Delicious meals delivered to your home

tasty, nutritious options for when you can’t prepare your own meals

• Quality: home-style meals designed with fresh ingredients by a licensed dietician
• A personal touch: deliveries you can count on by our friendly, dedicated drivers
• Affordability: low-cost or no-cost service, if you qualify
• Expertise: 45 years of experience caring for your neighbors
• Reliability: the local resource trusted by thousands of older Philadelphians

Call the PCA Helpline: 215-765-9040
www.pcaCares.org

PCA
PHILADELPHIA CORPORATION FOR AGING
Enriching lives, preserving dignity;™
Transition

• continued from page 1

anyone would accept me again." She went through a period of internal turmoil, divorcing in 1976 and changing careers – to car salesperson – five years later. “I simply did not like the academic life anymore,” she says. “Besides, I knew a lot about cars because my father had been a car dealer. Even though I did not have any actual sales experience, the dealership where I began to work liked the way I presented myself and the way I spoke.”

While attempting to sell her own car, she met her second wife, Sonja, a Holocaust survivor. “In response to my newspaper ad, Sonja came to my apartment to buy my car,” Etscovitz says. “However, just as she arrived I was selling my car by phone. So she didn’t get the car, but she got the owner.” They began dating almost at once, and married two and a half years later in 1982. They’re still together dating almost at once, and married two and a half years later in 1982. They’re still together.

A turning point came in 1988 when Sonja, at 54, had a stroke. “Her stroke made me realize that I wouldn’t live forever,” Etscovitz says. “I couldn’t bear the thought of dying without being my true self.” Sonja made a miraculous recovery. In 1989, less than a year later, Etscovitz confessed her gender confusion to her wife.

Sonja’s reaction was loving and accepting: “When I married you, I said to the rabbi ‘I do.’ Now all I can say is, ‘Oy vey!’” “I must admit, it was a difficult moment in our marriage,” Etscovitz says. “Sonja never expected anything like a gender change in her husband. She wondered what her friends and relatives would say. I certainly placed her in a difficult situation, but in the end love won out.”


People sometimes wonder if Sonja is my sister or my friend,” says Etscovitz, now 82. “Some people assume we’re a gay couple. Sonja dislikes being called a lesbian because she’s not gay. We simply state that we’re a married same-sex couple.”

Etscovitz is grateful for Sonja’s ongoing love, but she has also experienced more than her share of rejection. “At one point, I had to find a new family doctor,” she says. “Even after 25 years of having me as a patient, the doctor would no longer treat me.”

Family and other relationships also changed for Etscovitz, who has three children. “My sons don’t accept me,” she says. “One of them has two children I’ve never met. He also legally dropped his last name, Etscovitz. Some relatives and friends also have nothing to do with me. Even a school rejected me when I applied for a teaching position because the parents were afraid I would be a bad influence on their children. Fortunately, I have a wonderful relationship with my daughter, who has two girls.”

“What all this rejection has taught me is that as a transgender person, I must show compassion to others as they struggle with my gender change,” Etscovitz says. “The transgender person needs to use gentle persistence, not harsh insistence. It’s both an emotional and relational issue for people.”


“Each person is certainly different, But a difference not everyone knows So all we can do is be patient And see what we each will disclose And then we are put to the test To accept or reject what we see. The result is what makes us all human, But love is what makes us all free.”

Etscovitz looks to the future with hope for those who are LGBTQ. More colleges and secondary schools than ever have LGBTQ groups and courses. Organizations such as PFLAG – formerly known as Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays – also offers support and education. Movies and books, including Etscovitz’s memoir, “An Inner Roadmap of Gender Transformation,” published in 2014, provide a deeper understanding of the transgender experience.

“I am truly glad that I can now live as the woman I was meant to be,” Etscovitz says. “I am free at last.”

Native Philadelphian Constance Garcia-Barrio writes about many topics, including black history.

“PAID ADVERTISEMENT”

High Cholesterol?

The creator of Gatorade® can help.

Gainesville, FL – If you’re one of the millions of Americans who have been diagnosed with high cholesterol, “natural” help is now available from the creator of Gatorade®! The highly regarded late Dr. J. Robert Cade, while at the University of Florida did extensive clinical trials using a special formula he developed containing soluble fiber (Acacia Gum).

This formula “CholesterolAde” proved to lower cholesterol in the human body by over 17% during an 8-week period. Not only is this special soluble fiber proven to lower cholesterol naturally, but other positive effects showed weight loss and improving bowel functions which can help reduce the chances of many forms of cancer.

Dr. Richard Goldfarb, the medical director for the company, states, “Statins and other drugs can create as many health problems as what they were developed to cure. Soluble fiber is one of the most important natural ingredients you can consume for overall good health.”

Dr. Cade’s delicious tasting “Cholesterolade” is now available at your local Rite Aid pharmacy or call 877-581-1502

These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

www.cholesterolade.com

“Philly’s trans wellness conference

People from the LGBTQ community, as well as their supporters and allies, can participate in next month’s Philadelphia Trans Wellness Conference, Aug. 2 to 4 at the Pennsylvania Convention Center, 1101 Arch St. The free conference gives participants access to more than 250 workshops relevant to the transgender community. Some workshops, like “The Social Safety Network for Transgender Elders” and “Getting Better with Age: Healthy Aging for Transgender Elders,” focus on seniors. The conference is a program of Mazzoni Center, a health care provider that serves the LGBTQ community. For more information, visit mazzonicenter.org or call 215-563-0652.

Lee Ann Etscovitz, pictured above left to right: at 43 in 1979 as Lionel, her birth name, and post-transition at her 70th birthday party in 2005.

Courtesy of Lee Ann Etscovitz
High Quality Home and Personal Care

Liberty Resources Home Choices brings the Power of Choice to you, enhancing your health and promoting your independence. The Power of Choice to select a friend, family member, or one of our attendants to provide you with the care you want.

It’s your home care, your way.
Call 215-634-2000 ext. 617 or visit us on our website www.homechoices.org for more information.

“I can enjoy the luxury of living in the community with access to care whenever I need it.”
-Ricardo
Among the many losses this psychologist often sees among families involved with caregiving is the loss of even the most basic elements of independence. This psychologist often sees the loss of even the most basic elements of independence. The simple acts of taking a walk, going to the supermarket, and tending to other personal errands can be daunting.

Losing independence

Trauma can arise not only for the one giving care. The recipient, too, has to adjust to a new life situation. “Being reduced to needing care may be experienced as the loss or diminution of who they are,” Jacobs says. The loss of one’s cherished sense of independence can be a painful reckoning that can feel humiliating, even infuriating.

“Choice is what makes us feel free,” Jacobs says. “And there are almost always choices – no matter how seemingly minor – and even the smallest sense of control can enhance the human sense of independence.”

For couple Charlotte and Jim Brown, change and adjustments have come in a steady stream recently. In the early years of their marriage, these two bright, determined and successful partners were equals in their personal and professional relationship, working together as successful property managers.

“We were young, healthy and independent,” says Charlotte. “But you don’t realize that things can change – and even suddenly.” That change came when Jim, who had struggled with glaucoma, also had a stroke. It sent his health on a downward spiral and compromised his short-term memory. “It slowly pulled the rug out from under him,” Charlotte explains. “I began having to be responsible for almost everything in our lives.”

Planning is key

A former teacher, Charlotte has learned that to preserve her sense of independence, she relies on the detailed planning of her early career. “Teaching taught me that planning is critical in freeing us from the uncertainty that comes when there is chaos,” she says. “For me, independence means predicting, to the extent possible, how each day will look.”

Two trained helpers relieve Charlotte for a few hours several days a week, enabling her to pursue activities that give more meaning to her life. A passionate crafter and student of genealogy and history, she sometimes remains at home even when a helper is present. And she involves her husband in her hobbies to the extent he can manage.

For her, a sense of independence can come from a short walk or cooking. Prayer has brought Charlotte comfort and the realization that even a busy caregiver can find a sense of freedom and meaning.

“Because we’ve worked so closely together in the past, we know one another so well that we may be luckier than some,” she says.

Working with the staff at PCA has been extremely helpful, she says. So has the understanding that marriage is a partnership.

“One of our most basic understandings is that I have expectations of Jim and he has expectations of me,” says Charlotte. “That understanding has gotten us through this new chapter of our lives. And it’s one we’re writing together.”

For Cheryl Clark-Woods, director of the Caregiver Support Program at PCA, the fine art of keeping both the caregiver and care recipient independent and thriving is challenging – but definitely attainable.

Asking for help

Part of independence for the caregiver depends on knowing when and how to ask for help. “When the burdens feel overwhelming for the caregiver, it is important ask for help clearly and specifically,” says Clark-Woods, a social worker who has worked at PCA for 20 years.

“It’s hard to maintain your own independence and well-being when you’re giving so much to someone else,” she says.

“Maybe you can ask a friend to see to Mom or Dad’s dinner one night,” she advises. “Keep a list of your needs and use it.”

The care recipient’s need for independence also is mighty. “That person needs to be encouraged to do as much as is safe and possible,” Clark-Woods says. “Letting that recipient feel empowered by participating in the action yields a sense of independence and satisfaction. That always includes the concept of choices, no matter how limited. It’s obvious that there’s nothing more important than how we treat one another as we live our lives.”

For information about PCA’s Caregiver Support Program and resources to support caregivers, call the PCA Helpline at 215-765-9040 or go to pcaCares.org.

Sally Friedman has written for The New York Times and other publications.
Violence on screen

Growing up in a so-called “rough” neighborhood had some risks – a bloody nose, maybe – but you did not fear for your life. Guns were unheard of, except on the big screen at the Saturday matinee.

Today, school massacres are so common it’s been suggested that teachers bear arms to “protect” their classes! Each day, newspapers run stories about shootings and armed robberies.

Part of the reason, I’m convinced, is TV. Bullets fly on every channel. Victims fall by the scores. And it all happens right in your living room.

Death is common in everyday interactions on TV.

Kids might be surprised to learn that this is not reality. Cops and others in law enforcement often finish their entire careers without firing a shot or hearing shots fired.

At the risk of oversimplifying a complex phenomenon, I’d suggest – if not a cease-fire – at least a cutback.

Milestones Editor Emeritus Don Harrison was deputy editor of the Daily News opinion pages and assistant managing editor and city editor of the Philadelphia Bulletin.
Join the plan where your health is our focus.

New to Medicare? Unhappy with your current coverage? Experience the Health Partners Medicare difference!

We’re the Medicare solution from Health Partners Plans, the health care company that has been improving the health of Pennsylvanians for more than 30 years. Make the right choice for your health and gain peace of mind with plans that offer:

• Plan premiums as low as $0
• Low-cost prescription drug and dental coverage options
• Vision, hearing and fitness benefits, with no copays
• Friendly customer service around the clock, 365 days a year
• All the protection of Original Medicare, plus extra benefits

Find out more about how we can help keep you healthy.
Call 1-844-259-3845 (TTY 711)
8 a.m. – 8 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Visit HPPMedicare.com

Health Partners Medicare is an HMO plan with Medicare and Pennsylvania State Medicaid program contracts. Enrollment in Health Partners Medicare depends on contract renewal. This information is not a complete description of benefits. Contact the plan for more information. Limitations, copayments, and restrictions may apply. Benefits, premiums and/or copayments/coinsurance may change on January 1 of each year. You must continue to pay your Medicare Part B premium. Health Partners Medicare complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex.

ATENCIÓN: Si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-866-901-8000 (TTY: 711).

注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電1-866-901-8000 (TTY: 711).